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**Abstract:**

In recent years, there has been a proliferation of research on innovative uses of decision diagrams (DDs) for optimization. DDs are a graphical representation of Boolean functions, and were originally introduced for circuit design, simulation, and formal verification. A more recent perspective associates DDs with discrete optimization, where a DD is used to represent a set of solutions to a problem and as an engine for generating objective function bounds. This viewpoint has led to the development of state-of-the-art algorithms for a variety of real-world optimization problems, including, for example, product assortment in retail stores, employee assignment in business process workflows, and portfolio optimization.

In this talk, a general overview of recent trends in the application of DDs within the context of discrete optimization will be presented. The focus will be on nonlinear discrete optimization problems, but other topics such as multiobjective optimization and scheduling will also be discussed.
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